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As families grow in size and overall wealth, a desire to “give
back” often becomes a priority. Cultivating philanthropic
values can help foster responsibility and a sense of purpose
among both young and old alike. At HCM, we spend
considerable time with clients determining the best way to
help their families meet their philanthropic goals.  

To encourage charitable giving, the IRS permits a tax
deduction for many gifts to qualifying charities if you either
itemize or are required to take distributions from your IRA.
Gifts of appreciated assets, such as shares of stock, can also
help reduce capital gains and estate taxes. Here are four
ways to incorporate charitable giving into your family’s
overall financial plan.

Annual Family Giving
To establish an annual family giving plan, first determine
the total amount that you’d like to donate as a family to
charity. For those who want to squeeze the most tax benefit
possible out of gifts, it pays to determine what impact your
contributions may have on your marginal tax bracket. Next,
encourage all family members to research and make a case
for their favorite nonprofit organization, or divide the total
amount equally among your family members and have
each person donate to his or her favorite cause and then
share why they made their choice. 

It’s important to research charities before donating to them
to ensure that they serve a mission you support, they are
good stewards of the donations they receive, and their
efforts generate positive results. There are a number of
useful online resources that can help with this research,
such as Charity Navigator, CharityWatch, or the BBB Wise
Giving Alliance.

Estate Planning
Charitable giving can also play a key role in an estate plan
by helping to ensure that your philanthropic wishes are
carried out while potentially reducing or eliminating your
estate tax burden.

The federal government taxes wealth transfers both during
your lifetime and at death. In 2021, the federal gift and

estate tax imposed can be as high
as 40% on transfers exceeding
$11,700,000. This deduction is
expected to be cut nearly in half in
2026, so planning for the future is
important. Some states also
impose similar taxes but at much
lower thresholds than the federal
government.

Bequests through wills and trusts are useful tools for
incorporating charitable giving in your estate plan, along
with lead and charitable remainder trusts. Alternatively, you
can designate an appropriate charity as a beneficiary for
insurance policies or retirement accounts. 

Donor-Advised Funds
Donor-advised funds have become an extremely popular
tax planning tool. They offer a way to receive tax benefits
now, in higher-income years, when the tax benefit is greater
and then make charitable gifts later. Your contributions are
generally tax deductible when made to the fund. You (or a
designee, such as a family member) then advise the fund on
how those contributions will be invested and how grants will
be distributed in the future. 

Private Family Foundations
Private family foundations are similar to donor-advised
funds but on a more complex scale. A private foundation
may be most appropriate if you have a significant level of
wealth and want to give to beneficiaries that are not
permissible for donor advised funds. The primary benefit
(in addition to potential tax savings) is that you and your
family have complete discretion over how the money is
invested and which charities will receive grants. A drawback
is that these separate legal entities are subject to stringent
regulations and require significant annual administration.

These are just a few of the ways families can nurture a
philanthropic legacy while benefitting their financial
situation. For more information, contact your financial
professional or an estate planning attorney.
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Moving after retirement is a very popular goal for many
retirees. Often people want to downsize, try living
somewhere new, or move closer to kids and family. Others
are often looking for a second home or a vacation getaway.
With that choice comes a pivotal decision: should I rent or
buy my next home?

Some people might wonder why we’re even asking the
question. After all, renting is just throwing your money away
every month, right? At least, that is something many of us
heard when we rented our first
apartments. There is a great deal to
consider, and renting may actually be the
best financial decision you can make.

As people enter retirement, there are
multiple factors to consider. Purchasing
a home could tie up your assets for the
foreseeable future, while renting allows
you to keep your assets liquid, making it easier to pay for
unexpected necessities, travel, etc. While it is possible to
access home equity, that may involve jumping through a
number of hoops to do so. Additionally, the Tax Cuts and
Jobs Act of 2017 significantly decreased the tax benefits of
purchasing a home, meaning it no longer offers all the tax
savings it once did. Moreover, investing the money that
might otherwise be used to purchase a new home may turn
out to be more lucrative. Home values typically appreciate
3.5% to 3.8% per year, while the average annual return for
the S&P 500 is roughly 8%. Of course, past performance is
no guarantee of future outcomes. Also, people
approaching or living in retirement may want to invest
more conservatively than someone in the middle of their
career. Nonetheless, it would be very feasible to exceed the
return you’d receive buying a new home by investing in
stocks instead and simply paying rent.

How long you plan to stay in a location can also be a
determining factor. If you plan to stay for ten years or more
at a new location, purchasing probably makes sense.
However, if you plan on staying for less time, especially less
than five years, it’s unlikely that you’ll be able to make up the
moving costs, broker fees, mortgage closing costs, and
other expenses associated with purchasing. Also, where you
choose to move can play a significant part in your decision.
In general, renting is cheaper than buying in areas where
real estate is especially expensive, such as on the coasts. The

opposite is generally true in the middle of the country.
Renting can be a good option if you plan to travel a great
deal. This way, you don’t need to constantly monitor your
house from afar and deal with any problems that may arise. 

If you’re moving to a new area for retirement, it’s often a
great idea to rent, at least initially. This way you have more
time to get a sense of your new hometown, and you’re not
stuck with anything that you’re not happy with a few months
or years after moving. 

Of course, there are many benefits to
owning your home, the most obvious of
which is that you don’t have a landlord.
There’s no chance your home will be
unexpectedly sold, forcing you to move,
and if you want to change something in
your house, no one can tell you not to.
Additionally, fixed mortgages are a flat

cost, while rents tend to increase annually. But budgeting
for maintenance and repairs is a cost borne by owners that
renters don’t have to worry about.  Additionally, it can be a
family asset, since having a home to bequeath to your heirs
avails itself to estate planning opportunities. And although
some of the bigger tax incentives are no longer around for
home purchasing, remaining incentives such as the
mortgage interest tax deduction and potential property tax
deductions may be leveraged depending on your
individual situation. And of course, building equity can be a
great long-term advantage.

The right answer to renting or buying depends on your
particular circumstances. You’ll need to do the calculations
on which scenario makes the most sense for you and your
family, based on expected future costs, benefits, personal
risk tolerance, etc. Along with that, it’s important to explore
the intangibles associated with the decision. Would it take a
load off of your mind knowing that it’s not your problem
when there’s a leaky sink or the driveway needs to be
shoveled? Alternatively, do you value having full autonomy
and control over your residence? In many ways, these non-
financial aspects of the decision can have the greatest
impact on our day-to-day experience in our home lives; as
such, it’s important to balance them with the dollars-and-
cents calculation to determine what creates the best
situation for you and your family. 

Should You Rent or Own Your Home in
Retirement?
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With the winter Olympics right around the corner, it causes us to reflect on past
winners. Think back to the gold medalists in past Olympics, beaming with pride. But
what about the other two? Did the bronze winner look… happier than the silver
winner? If you noticed that, you aren’t alone. A 1995 study in the Journal of
Personality and Social Psychology analyzed the medal winners of the 1992
Olympics and found that bronze medal winners tended to be happier than silver
medal winners. The authors’ explanation of this was “counterfactual thinking,” that
the Olympians were comparing what they had achieved to what might have happened otherwise. The silver medalists’ most
likely counterfactual was having won gold, while the bronze medalists’ counterfactual was most likely not having won a
medal at all.  

Unfortunately, counterfactual thinking isn’t limited to just Olympic athletes. People experience it all the time, frequently
when choosing what options to pursue in life and retirement. Ironically, having many options to choose from can decrease
peoples’ happiness. In his book The Paradox of Choice: Why More is Less, Barry Schwartz discusses how choice overload, a
situation where people are overwhelmed when they are presented with many options, causes them to be less satisfied that
they had made the best decision, forever wondering about the path not taken. 

So, when choosing where to go to dinner, what kind of vacation to take, or how you’ll spend your retirement, what can you do
to be happier with your decisions? Schwartz recommends satisficing rather than maximizing your choices. People who go
with the option that meets the requirements of their situation tend to be happier than people attempting to find the very
best option among their choices. Another recommendation is to curtail social comparison. No matter what decision you
make, there’ll always be somebody who made a different choice who’s happier (or at least appears to be). If you’re
comparing yourself to them, you’re going to be less happy with what you have, even if it meets all your decision criteria.
Finally, he recommends practicing gratitude. If things have been going well for a while and something unfortunate
happens, it’s easy to get very angry with your circumstances. But, if you take a breath and think about how grateful you are
for your long-term situation, you can put this recent setback in context and still find happiness. 

(photo credit: By David W. Carmichael -
http://davecskatingphoto.com/photos_2010_olympics_ladies.ht
ml, CC BY-SA 3.0,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=9649551)

The Internal Revenue Service recently announced cost-of-living adjustments
affecting dollar limitations for pension plans and other retirement-related
items for tax year 2022.  

The specific details of the limits and their changes are listed in the table
below. If you have any questions or would like more information about
retirement accounts, feel free to reach out to your HCM Advisor today.

  Retirement Plan Type                                       2021 Contributions       2022 Contributions      Age 50+ Catch-Up
  401(k), 403(b), and most 457                                  $19,500                                 $20,500                               +$6,500

  Traditional IRA                                                                      $6,000                                    $6,000                                 +$1,000

  Roth IRA                                                                                    $6,000                                    $6,000                                 +$1,000

  Simple IRA                                                                             $13,500                                  $14,000                               +$3,000

  SEP IRA                                                                                    $58,000                                 $61,000                                     N/A

  Health Savings Accounts (Individual)                      $3,600                                     $3,650                                 $1,000*

  Health Savings Accounts (Married)                          $7,200                                     $7,300                                  $1,000*
*HSA catch-up contributions are allowed for individuals 55 years of age and older.

Key Contribution Numbers for 2022

The Secret to Happiness
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This newsletter provides financial and tax information to clients and friends of HCM Wealth Advisors and HG CPAs, LLC. This information should
not be acted upon without first determining its application to your specific situation. For further details on any article, please contact us.

Share the Warmth – Donate a Winter Coat Today!
We’re proud to partner with St. Vincent de Paul for their Winter Coat Drive again this year. We are
asking employees, clients, vendors, and community members to donate new and gently used coats,
for both adults and children, as well as gloves, hats, and scarves, which will be made available to
neighbors in need this winter season.

The coat drive extends through January 28th. We have “no-contact” collection barrels in the foyer
on both floors at 6116 Harrison Avenue. Simply stop in and drop your coat donations into the barrels. If you would like to
make donations but can’t get to the office, let us know, and we will come to you.

Please look through your closets for any coats and jackets not being worn. We will share these with neighbors who will be so
grateful to receive your new and gently used winter wear. Thanks for whatever you can give! 

We’ve spent our whole lives in this community, and we’re proud to give back when
we can.  

There are a number of occasions on which we give to charity:
• In honor of client birthdays
• When we receive a response from a client survey 
• Employee donations for “casual dress” days
• Sponsoring HCM employees who choose to participate in charitable activities

through our healthy living allowance

Some of the charities we were proud to support this past year include:
• Freestore Foodbank                                                               • Aubrey Rose Foundation                                    • Alzheimer’s Association
• American Foundation for Suicide Prevention          • Rainforest Action Network                                • Angel’s Paws
• American Red Cross                                                              • DAV (Disabled American Veterans)            • Feeding America
• Matthew 25 Ministries                                                         • St. Jude’s Children’s Hospital

HCM & HG Community Shred Day a Success! 
We were excited to host our first Community Shred Day Saturday,
November 13, 2021. In two hours, over 90 cars dropped off 3.5 tons of
documents for shredding, along with 3 boxes of CDs/floppy disks that
were disposed of securely. 

As companies that offer financial planning and accounting services,
we’re well aware of the mountains of sensitive documents people can accrue while managing their finances. We
decided to offer this to the community so people would have a safe and secure way to dispose of these documents.

The response was absolutely amazing. We nearly filled the entire shred truck in just a few hours. The truck driver said
this was one of the best events he’s ever seen.

We hope to host more events like this in the future – we’ll let you know when the next one is scheduled. 

HCM Supporting the
Community


